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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [IO], D. Higman and C. Sims constructed a new finite simple group Nioo 
of order 44,352,OOO as a primitive permutation group of degree 100 and rank 3. 
Hi, was shown to be the unique simple group of its order in [12] and was 
classified by the structure of the centralizer of a central involution in [II]. 
The object of this paper is to characterize HiO,, solely by the structure of 
a Sylow 2-subgroup, which is isomorphic to a certain split extension of 
Z, x Z, x Z, by D, and is of order 2$. As is customary, we shall determine 
all fusion-simple groups with such a Sylow 2-subgroup. 
In %I, 3 the normalizer of an element of SCNs(2) is a nontrivial split 
extension of Z, x Z, x Z, by L,(2). Alperin (unpublished) has shown that 
such an extension is unique up to isomorphism (and likewise that there is a 
unique nontrivial nonsplit extension of Z, x Z, x Z, by L,(2). ,We shall 
denote this nontrivial split extension by L,(2) . (Z, x Z, x Z#r). 
As is by now standard terminology, if X is a group, a group G is said to be 
of type X if a Sylow 2-subgroup of G is isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of X. Likewise O(G) d enotes, as usual, the unique maximal normal subgroup 
of G of odd order. 
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566 GORENSTEIN AND HARRIS 
In the present situation, fusion simplicity is actually a consequence of the 
assumption that our group G has no normal subgroups of index 2 and satisfies 
O(G) = 1. Thus our main result is as follows: 
THEOREM A. If G is a Jinite group of type H,,, with no normal subgroups 
of index 2, then 
G/O(G) g H,, or L,(2) . (Z, x z, x zp. 
An immediate corollary is 
COROLLARY A. If G is a simple group of type H,,, , then G E H,,, . 
The method of proof of Theorem A is similar to that used in [5] and [6]. 
Proceeding by induction on / G I, we can clearly assume that O(G) = 1. 
From the structure of a Sylow 2-subgroup S of G and the fact that G has 
no normal subgroups of index 2, we determine the fusion in G of the involu- 
tions of S. In particular, corresponding to the two cases that can occur, 
we show that G has exactly two or three conjugacy classes of involutions. 
At the same time, using the classification of groups of type PSL(3,4) given 
in [5], we show that if z is a central involution of G, then correspondingly 
Gdw(G(~>> is isomorphic to a nonsplit extension of Qs * Qs * 2, by 
S, or S, . 
Using this information, we then analyze the centralizers of noncentral 
involutions of G. If  u is such an involution, we show in the first case that 
G(~)/0(c&)) z z, x PW279); 
while in the second case, we prove that C,(u)/O(C,(u)) is a 2-group (for both 
conjugacy classes of noncentral involutions). 
In the first case, using an elementary abelian subgroup A of S of order 16, 
we argue on the basis of the signalizer functor theorem [2] that the group 
W, = (O(C,(a)) / a E A#) is of odd order. We then prove that WA = 1 
by showing in the contrary case that NG(WA) is strongly embedded in G, 
whence G has only one conjugacy class of involutions, which is a contradiction. 
As an immediate consequence of this result, we obtain that O(C,(u)) = 1 
for every involution u of G. In the second case we obtain the same conclusion 
directly from [8, Theorem B] since now the centralizer of every involution of G 
is solvable. 
In the first case, considering the structure of C,(c), .z a central involution 
of G, the main result of [l l] applies to show that G z Hi,,, . 
On the other hand, in the second case, we use the so-called Thompson 
group-order formula to prove that / G 1 = 2s . 3 7. Now it is an easy matter 
(using Alperin’s result), to show that G g L,(2) (2, x Z, x Z#). 
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Our notation is standard and tends to follow that of [5] and [6]. In particular, 
A, . E$ denotes the unique split extension of El6 by A, which acts tran- 
sitively on the involutions of El6 . Moreover, m(X) = 2-rank of the group 
X = maximal rank of an abelian 2-subgroup of X. 
In addition, Syl,(X) will denote the set of Sylow p-subgroups of the group 
X for any prime p; and if U is a subset of X, then I(U) will denote the set 
of involutions of U. Furthermore, we designate by ccl,(x) the conjugacy class 
of X containing the element x of X. Finally if S E Syl,(X) and u E S, then u 
is said to be extremal in S (with respect to X) if j C,(v)1 < j C,(u)l for all 
ZI E (cclx(u)) n S. [In that case it readily follows that C,(U) E Syl,(C,(u)) and 
that if z1 E (ccl,(u)) n S, then there exists an element x in X such that vx = u 
and (C,(v))” C C,(U).] As usual, an involution u of S is said to be isolated 
in X if u is not conjugate in G to any other involution of S. By Glauberman’s 
Z*-theorem [I], if u is isolated in X, then u lies in Z*(X), the inverse image 
in X of Z(XjO(X)). 
In addition, we use the “bar” convention for homomorphic images. 
2. THE SYLOW 2-SUBGROUPS OF HI,, 
We shall follow the notation of [I l] in describing a Sylow 2-subgroup S 
of ff100 * Thus S is generated by elements 
(2-l) z,l, a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 , x, y, a, 
subject to the relations 
(2.2) 12 = a12 = a22 = 4 = a42 = z, ,g = x2 = y" = 02 = 1; 
(2.3) [al , ~31 = [a2 , 0141 = [x, al] = [x, 4 = [y, 4 = [a, I] = z; 
(2.4) [x, %I = 011 7 b, %I = 012 7 [Y, %I = wd, 
[Y, %I = %k b, %I = [a, a21 = %a2z, 
b, %I = 1% %I = ~3wG [a, y] = xa,a,zz; 
with all remaining commutators of pairs of generators being trivial. 
The description of S as a split extension of D, by 2, x 2, x Z, can be 
obtained as follows: 
(2.5) Q = (1, xo13aq , yolq) g 2, x 2, x 2, , Q is the unique element of 
SClv,(S), and S = Q(aaa , aolp,), where (a+, , aolrc12) s D, and Q n 
(aa , aa,a,) = 1. 
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We shall now list a large number of properties of S which can be directly 
verified from the above description of S. 
each generator being an involution. 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
j s 1 = 29, -qS) = <z>, m(S) = 4. 
s’ = @(S) = (“1 , (112 , 1, ff3ff4 , x>, 
1 S’ 1 = 26, exp(S) = 8, W(S) = (z, t). 
(2.9) Every element of S can be written uniquely in the form 
whereri =Oorl, 1 ,<i<9. 
We set 
(2.10) 
and 
E = (4 4 > El2 = <I, 011, az > “3,014). 
Then we have 
(2.11) E u S, El g Ez gg Q8 , E = (1) * El * Ez gg 2, * Q8 * Q8, 
Z(E) = (0, m(E) = 3, E’ = (.z>, SIEz 4, 
and 
Z(S/E) = (x)E/E. 
(2.12) 1, X, y, yx, a, ax, ay, and ayx are a set of coset representatives 
ofEinS. 
(2.13) a: yEet (yx)E, y: aE f-, (ax)E, and a:(ay)E ++ (ayx)E. 
[In performing calculations within S, we have found it very convenient 
to use (2.12) and (2.13).] 
(2.14) S has nine conjugacy classes of involutions represented by z, t, 
4, a3a4 , v4 , x, y, a, al. 
Moreover, we have 
(2.15) C&J = S’<a, ~4, I CSWI = Z8, 
qc&>> = (t, z>, and m(Cs(t>> = 4; 
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(2.16) 
(2.17) 
where 
with 
(014 , ~2d s 4 , I Csh~4)l = z5, and m(Cs(cw4,)) = 3; 
(2.19) C,(x) = <x> x (4 Y> 9 = Ns((UY)), 
I C&)I = Z6, -qCs(x)) = e, x>, 
C,(x) = (0 x (0, m(C.s(x)) = 4, 
and all 8 involutions in xE are conjugate via E, 
(2.20) C,(Y) = (Y) x ((0 * (x9 % 9 ON, 
where 
(x, 4) ei 4 , I C,(Y)l = z5, G(Y) = (a20 x (0, 
w-dYN = (Y) x (0, C,(Y)’ = (z>, 4Cs(Y)) = 3, 
and all 8 involutions in yE are conjugate via E; 
where 
{x, ~4) z D, , I C&)1 = 2j, C,(Q) = (2, t, “3014) z E, , m(C,(a)) = 4, 
ccl,(u) C UE u (ux)E and all 8 involutions of ccl,(a) n UE are conjugate via E; 
(2.22) C,(uZ) = (UZ, z) x (x, a&x4), 
where 
lx, ~4) si D, > I CA-(+ = z5, ‘44 = C&l) s -7-4 ,
m(C,(uZ) = 4, ccl,(uZ) C aE u (ux)E 
and all 8 involutions in ccl,(uZ) n UE are conjugate via E. 
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We also have 
(2.23) (2, t, ail) = 52,(Q) (I S, (z, t, cxl,l) s E, , and CJ(z, t, c+Z)) = Q. 
(2.24) m(S) = 4 and if B C S with B g E16, then B is conjugate in S 
to precisely one of 
We set 
4 = (a, &3”4 , t, z>, 4 = (4 a3a4 , 4 4, 
A, = (a, x, t, z) and C,(B) = B. 
(2.25) S, = C,(E) = E(x, y}. Then S, is a maximal subgroup of S, 
S, E Syl,(C,(Z)), the involutions z, t, arZ, a3a4 , arm4 , X, t E S, and the involu- 
tions a, al $ S, . Moreover, S,/(l> is of type PSL(3, 4) with Z(S,/(Z)) = 
<I% 9 % , OK>* 
We set 
(2.26) S, = s’(ay , yc&. S, is a maximal subgroup of S, the involutions 
2, t, 4, a3ff4 > x E S, and the involutions 01ia4 ,y, a, al 6 Sa . 
We also set 
(2.27) F = (4 al,az , X, y). We have F’ = (z), Z(F) = (I), F Q S, and 
FrQQs*Qs*Z,. 
We also have 
(2.28) m(S/(x)) = 5 and S/(z) h as exactly two elementary abelian 
subgroups of order 32; namely, E/(z) and F/(z). 
(2.29) S has an automorphism of period 2 which is the identity on 
Eix, y) and interchanges a and al. 
(2.30) If T is a cyclic subgroup of S of order 8 with Q,(T) = (t), then 
! N,(T)1 = 2j. 
(2.31) Any element of S of order 4 whose square is .z lies in E or F. 
(2.32) 1 is not a square in S. 
3. THE FUSION OF INVOLUTIONS AND THE CENTRALIZERS 
OF CENTRAL INVOLUTIONS 
Henceforth G will denote a group with Sylow 2-subgroup S of type Hr,, . 
We assume that S is given by the generators and relations (2.1)-(2.4). In 
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this section, we study the fusion in G of the involutions in S and we obtain 
information on the structure of C,(z). 
We know that x, t, 0li1, 01~01~ , x, cll,ol, , y, a and al are representatives of the 
conjugacy classes of involutions in S and we have 
(3.1) I C&4 = I Cda)i = I Cdy)i = I CS(W+ < i C&4 
= / Cs(“3~4)l < I Cs(4)l < ’ C,(t)1 < I C&)/ 
with C,(z) = S and C,(x) & Cs(ol.& 
We set 
(3.2) Z = (2, t) and X = C,(x). Then Cs(t) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
C,(Z) and X = (x) x (a, y, t>. 
LEMMA 3.1. If  z - t in G, then NG(Z)/CG(Z) g S, . 
Proof. Since Z(S) = (z) and 2 4 S, NG(Z)/CG(Z) s Z, or S, . Thus 
to establish the lemma, we need only show that z is not isolated in N,(Z). 
But z N t in G so there exists a Sylow 2-subgroup T of C,(t) (and hence of G) 
such that j T: C,(t)1 = 2. Then Z(T) = (t) and so z is not isolated in T. 
But Z(C,(t)) = Z and so T normalizes Z. Hence T C NG(Z) and so x is not 
isolated in NG(Z), as required. 
LEMMA 3.2. The involution x is extremal in S and x is not conjugate in G 
to 01.p~ ) cg, t OY x. 
Proof. Assume that x - x in G, in which case xg = z with X* = 
Cs(xp C S for some g in G. Since Z(X) = (x, z), it follows from (3.1) that 
we may assume that zg E {t, ar,Z, x). I f  zg = x, then Xv C C,(x) = X. But 
then g normalizes X and so normalizes sZ,(X’) = (2). Thus zg = z, which 
is a contradiction. If  ,aB = a,& then Xs C C,(a,Z). But m(X) = 4 and 
m(C,(a,Z)) = 3, which is impossible. 
Thus we must have xg = t and Xg C Cs(t). Hence z - t in G. Since Cs(t) 
is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(Z), the Frattini argument and Lemma 3.1 imply 
that there exists an element u normalizing Cs(t) such that t” = z and P = t. 
Setting h = gu, our conditions yield Xh _C CJt), xh = t, .zh = z. 
Now X = iV,(((uy))) and (uy)” = z, so that Xh C NJ((u~)~)) n C,(t). 
By the structure of Cs(t), an element w of order 8 in Cs(t) with w4 = z is 
conjugate to yo1a in S. Thus (uy)” E ccl,(yor,). However, Cs(t) Q S and 
1 N,((yor,)) n C,(t)1 = 25, contrary to the fact that j X I = 26. Thus 
x + x in G. 
Assume next that x - t in G. Since x + z in G, t is extremal, so 
CJt) E Syl,(C,(t)) and XQ = t with Xg C CJt) for some g in G. But 
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P((u~)Q) = (2”) _C 7P(S) = (t, a> and zg $ {t, tz}, so zg = z. We see then 
that g satisfies the same conditions that the element h satisfied above and we 
obtain a contradiction in the same way. Therefore also x + t in G. 
Now assume that x N cull in G. Since x + z or t in G, curl is extremal in S, 
so C,(arZ) E Syl,(C,(ol,Z)) and I” = ol,l with A? _C C,(a,Z) for some g in G. 
However, this is impossible as m(X) = 4, while m(Cs(a,Z)) = 3. Hence also 
x + a,1 in G. 
Finally, using (3.1), we conclude that x is extremal in S and x + cys01~ , 
thus completing the proof. 
We next prove 
LEMMA 3.3. x is not conjugate in G to both a and al. 
Proof. Suppose x N a in G, in which case ag = x and Cs(a)Y _C X for 
some g in G (as x is extremal in S). However, the only subgroup of X con- 
taining x and isomorphic to C,(a) is Y = (x, t) x (I, a), whence C,(a)g = Y. 
Hence (Cs(a)g)’ = (tg} = Y’ = <z) and .Z(C,(a)g) = (z, t, a)” = Z(Y) = 
(x, t, z). Hence x” E {t, tz} and (z, t)g = (z, t). Now assume that x N al 
in G also. Then x is conjugate in G to every involution of Y except z, t and tx. 
On the other hand, OL+~ E C,(a) and x + LX~U~ in G, so we must have 
(aacQ E {z, t, tz). However, this is impossible as g normalizes (t, z). 
Because of (2.29), we can assume without loss: 
(3.3) x + a in G. 
We now set 
(3.4) M = C,(z) 
and fix this notation for the rest of the paper. Clearly S E Syl,(M). 
In the next two lemmas, set M = M/(z). 
LEMMA 3.4. The following conditions hold: 
(i) E and F are weakly closed in S with respect to M; 
(ii) No(E) = N,(E) controls the fusion of the elements of E in IM; 
(iii) No(F) = N,(F) controls the fm’on of the elements of F in M. 
Proof. From (2.28), it suffices in proving (i) to show that E and P are not 
conjugate in m. However, in the contrary case, there exists g in M such that 
Fg = .!?. Then, since E Q S and F 4 S, it follows from a well-known 
theorem of Burnside (cf. [3, Theorem 7.1.11) that there exists an element h 
in NM(S) such that E’; = i;: But 1 N&S): Ng(S) n N&!?)/ is odd since 
S C Nm(S) n N*(E) and (2.28) y  ie Id s a contradiction. Thus (i) holds. 
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Since (1) = Z(E) = Z(F) and Qr((Z)) = (a), clearly (ii) and (iii) are 
consequences of (i) and the fact that if u belongs to E or F and u # z, then 
u - uz in S C N,(E) fl N,(F). 
LEMMA 3.5. I is isolated in M. 
Proof. Note that (2) = Z(E) = Z(F) 4 S and C,(Z) = E(x, y) = 
S, E Syl,(C,(Z)) [cf. (2.25)]. 
Now assume that the lemma is false. Then as ccl,(Z) = {Z, Zz}, there exists 
an element w of order 4 in S - (I) and an element g in M such that wg = Z 
and C,(w)” c C,(Z). If w E E, then w h = Z for some h in N,(E) by the pre- 
ceding lemma, whence Z(E)h = (Z)h = (l), w ic is clearly a contradiction. h h 
Thus w 6 E and similarly w $ F. However, as w2 = z, it follows now from 
(2.31) that w E E u F. This contradiction establishes the lemma. 
We can now prove: 
LEMMA 3.6. M possesses a normal subgroup MI of index 2 with the following 
properties: 
(i) MI n S = S, = E(x, y) = EF G Syl,(M,); 
(ii) M = M,(aZ) = M,(a) = MIS; 
(iii) MI r> O(M); 
(iv) Ml = G((O) WW. 
Proof. For this proof set M = M/O(M). Then S/(Z) E Syl,(M/(s)) 
and the preceding lemma implies that (Z)/(Z) is isolated in s/c,+ with 
respect to M/(Z). Since O(M/(+) = 1, it follows from Glauberman’s 
Z*-theorem [I] that (I) Q M. Hence C&(Z)) 4 M and ) M: C&(Z))] = 2 
since i’ = I%. Let MI be the complete inverse image in M of CM(Z). Then 
MI = C,((E)) O(M) = (?,((I)) O(M) and the lemma follows immediately. 
COROLLARY 3.6.1. (1) O(M) 4 M. 
For the remainder of the paper, MI will denote the subgroup of M of the 
preceding lemma and we shall set M = M/O(M) and M = M/(Z). 
Then s, E Syl,(Mi) and (Z) C Z(MJ by Lemma 3.6 (iv). Also O(M) = 
0(X1) = 1 and O(M) = O(MJ = 1. 
LEMMA 3.7. If u1 , u2 E I(&) - {z} and ;f ii1 N zi2 in ii?‘, , then u1 N u2 
in MI . 
Proof. Suppose that there is an element g E MI such that rii% = Zz, . Then 
(ii1 , I)” = (ii, ) I> and Q,((u; , I))” = (pi , s)” = Q,((c2, I)) = (c2, 5). 
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Using the result of [5, Theorem C], we can now prove 
PROPOSITION 3.8. M satisfies one of the following two sets of conditions: 
A. (i) O,(%TI) = O,(M) = EandCM(@ = (I); 
-- 
(ii) MJE z A, and M/E E S5; 
(iii) MI acts transitively on the noncentral elements of E of orders 2 
and 4, respectively; 
(iv) I f  P E Syl,(A), then C,(P) = Z(E) = (ii; 
(v) y-x-xyinN,(F); 
(vi) ala4 - c+,cy4 - ol,l - t in N,(E); 
or 
B. (i) O,(M) = gI and Cm(S,) = (I>; 
(ii) 1 K?r : S, ) = 1 or 3; 
(iii) EaMandEai&; 
(iv) I f  p is a subgroup of M of order 3, then p is transitive on Z(,$)+ = 
(4 ,&a , f>. 
Proof. From Lemmas 3.2 and 3.7, we conclude that 2 + t in &?r and 
hence @r has more than one conjugacy class of involutions. However, 
by (2.29, 3, is of type PSL(3,4). Since 3, E Syl,(Jl?J and O(@r) = 1, we 
conclude from [5, Theorem C] that Mr is isomorphic to a subgroup of 
PGL(3, 4). But i@r g PSL(3,4) or PGL(3,4) as &?r has more than one class 
involutions. Setting D, = O,(ar), it follows therefore that d, = 3, , Izi orP 
(note that i?, P are the only two elementary abelian subgroups of s, of order 
16). Moreover, in the first case il?i/b, G I, 2, , or Z, x Z, and both .??, 
P u ii%r (cf. [5, Lemma 4.71). On the other hand, in the latter two cases, 
il?ir/& z A, or Z, x A, and il?r’ s A, . Eii’. In addition, C~~(fir) C fir 
in each case, whence also C,(D,,) C D, . 
Consider first the case that b, = ,!?, . We shall argue that a1 does not 
possess a subgroup pi of order 3 which centralizes Z(s,) = (&r , &). Clearly 
this will imply that a Sylow 3-subgroup of i@r has order 1 or 3 and in the 
latter case acts transitively on Z(s,)#. Hence all parts of B will hold. 
Suppose then that such a pr exists and let P be a 3-subgroup of MI whose 
image is p1 . Since i?, P 4 A?Ir , we have E, F 4 Ml. Since pr centralizes 
(Gil , a,) and pr _C %?r = CM(~), we see that p, centralizes (j, Ei , &). In 
particular, p1 centralizes t = (Y& and so normalizes C,(f) = (I, Et, Gz , &a&). 
Since Pr centralizes (I, &, , &, clearly p1 must centralize C,(t). Thus E’, 
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centralizes B,& as well as Z(S,) and so centralizes E. Similarly considering 
C,(t), we conclude that p1 centralizes fi. But then F1 centralizes s, = EF, 
contrary to the fact that C’&,i&) C Cel(D,) C Ljl . Thus B holds in this case. 
Suppose next that I& = F. Then Ml acts transitively on fljp and so f  - t 
in &?I . But now Lemma 3.7 implies that x - t in M, contrary to Lemma 3.2. 
Thus it remains to treat the case that d, = i?. Suppose first that ml/.!? z 
Z, x A,. Then N~~(s,)/s, z Z, x Z, and consequently AT1 contains a 
subgroup P, of order 3 which acts trivially on Z(S,). However, the preceding 
argument shows that this leads to a contradiction. Hence il?lJE s A, and so 
i@l g A, . Eji’. Since m/E has Sylow 2-subgroup S/J?? s S/E g D, , it 
follows now that A(ii) holds. 
Since J&/E acts transitively on iP, a Sylow 3-subgroup of &‘1 acts regularly 
on I? and this implies A(iv). The transitivity of n?,/l? on L?#, Lemma 3.7 and 
a slight variation of this lemma for elements of order 4, yield A(iii). In partic- 
ular, ORMOLU - 01~0~~ - 0+2 - t in M and now Lemma 3.4(ii) yields A(vi). 
Furthermore, S,lE = (n,jj)B/e . 1s a Sylow 2-subgroup of ii?lJ,J? s AS 
which has only one conjugacy class of involutions. Thus the sets &, YE and 
y.& are conjugate to one another in @I . Also E acts transitively on the three 
sets I(xE), I( YE) and I( yxE); it follows that fi - 7 - my in M. But x, y  E F 
and now Lemma 3.4(iii) implies A(v). Thus all parts of A hold and the 
proposition is proved. 
Remark. Conditions A hold in I-r,,,, and Conditions B hold in 
L,(2) . (Z, x z, x zp. 
For the balance of the paper we shall assume 
(3.5) G has no normal subgroup of index 2. 
Using this assumption, we can prove 
LEMMA 3.9. The involutions a, y  and 01~01~ are not extremal in S with respect 
to G. 
Proof. These involutions all lie in S - S, where S, is the maximal 
subgroup of S defined in (2.26). But then using (2.26) and (3.1) the lemma 
now follows from Thompson’s fusion lemma [13, Lemma 5.381. 
Remark. On the basis of Lemma 3.9, we can force two involution fusion 
patterns for G. These two patterns are distinguished by the fact that 01~0~4 is 
extremal in S in one pattern and is not extremal in S in the other pattern. 
Hence we shall consider two cases: 
Case I. asaJ is not extremal in S. 
Case II. 01~01~ is extremal in S. 
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Note that if Proposition 3.8A holds, then q,~~ is not extremal in S as then 
(Y~CQ - 2 in G. On the other hand, as we shall see, CY+~ will be extremal in S 
when Proposition 3.8B holds. Thus conditions A and B of Proposition 3.8 
will correspond precisely to Cases I and II, respectively. 
From (3.1), (3.3), and Lemma 3.9, we have that a is conjugate in G to 
x, t, ffll or (Y~‘Y~ . We consider the various possibilities in succession. 
Suppose first that a - z in G; then there exists an element g E G such 
that ug = .a and Cs(a)g 2 S. If A, , A, , A, are as in (2.24), then C,(a) = 
(A, , As) and, in view of (2.24), we can assume without loss that A,Q = Ai 
for some i = I, 2, 3. First of all A3g # A, as then XY E A, = (a, (I/+~ , t, z} 
contrary to the fact that x is not conjugate in G to any involution of A, . If 
A3g = A, , then xg E A, and we must have xg E uZ(arsas , t, z) and (a, x, t)g = 
(a3a4, t, z). Hence C,(u)g = CJ(u, t, z))g C Cs(013q, t, z)) = (t, a,+ x (I, a). 
Thus C,(a)g = (t, c& x (I, a> and 
(Cs(u>g)’ = (CJu)‘)g = (P) = ((t, cxp4) x (I, a))’ = (x) 
which is contrary to the fact that UQ = z. 
Thus, in fact, A$ = A,. Then either xg E x(z, t) or xg E u&z, t). If 
x” E x(2, t>, then (ax)8 E x(x, t} as UY = z. But all involutions of ax(z, t) are 
conjugate in S to al and all involutions of X(X, t) are conjugate in S to x. 
Thus, in either case, x - al in G. Then, we must have (a, z, t)g = (a, z, t) 
and hence C,(a)g = Cs((u, t, z))” = Cs((u, z, t)), which forces A,g = A, 
and (Cs(a)g)’ = (tg) = Cs(u)’ = (t), whence g E Cs(t). But ag = z and 
hence zg E u(t, z) and either (cx&~ E (a&(t, z) or (asa*)” E ucu,or,(t, x). 
In the first case, (aolsq# E asa4(t, z). Since all elements of a,q(t, z) are 
conjugate in S to ol,ol, and all elements of ump,(t, xi are conjugate to a in S, 
we conclude that 01s~~ - a in G in either case. Thus we have a - z - 01~01~ 
in G and we are in Case I. 
Finally CE(t) acts transitively on the elements of x( t, .z> and on the elements 
of ux(t, z). Now if xg E x(t, z), by replacing g by a suitable element h of 
gC,(t), we shall have uh = z with h E Co((x, t)). But if xg E ux(t, z), then 
(xz>” E x(t, z> since as E u(t, z). Then, as above h E Cc((xz, t)) such that 
uh = a. We conclude that, in fact, a N z in either CJ(x, t)) or Cc((xz, t}). 
Next suppose that a + z in G and a - t in G. Then t is extremal in S and 
both us = t and C,(u)g C Cs(t) for some g E G. Now Cs(t) has four conjugacy 
classes of subgroups isomorphic to El6 , namely, A, , A, , A, , and A, = 
(al, x, t, z). Thus we may assume that A3g = Ac for some i, 1 ,< i < 4. 
As above, A3g # A, . If A$ = -4, = (al, aac~ , t, z), we must have 
xg E uZ{asad , t, z), so that x - al in G. Hence (a, z, t)g = (cY+* , z, t) and, 
as above, we obtain tg = z, which is contrary to our assumption that t + x 
in G. 
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If A,g = A, , then xg E X(X, t) or xg E ax(t, z). In either case x - ax in G 
so that x - al in G (as above). This implies that (a, t, x)” = (a, t, z) and 
then tg = t (as above), which is impossible since US = t. Thus Aas = A, . 
I f  x + al in G, then x9 E x(t, z) (since all of the involutions of uZx(t, z) are 
conjugate to a in S). But then (ux)” E x(t, z) and al - ax in S. Thus x - al 
in G here. Hence (a, t, z)~ = (uZX, t, z}, so that C,(u)Y = C,((uZx, t, z)) 
and (tg) = (CJ(a)g)’ = C,((uZx, t, z))’ = (tx). Then (at)” == x; however 
at - a in S and a - t in G, so that t - x, which is excluded here. Hence 
this case cannot arise. 
Next suppose that a + z, a + t and a - ol,Z in G. Then or,Z is extremal in S 
and there exists an element g E G such that ug = all and C,(u)g C Cs(cllZ). 
But m(C,(a)) = 4 and m(C,(ol,Z)) = 3, so this case is impossible. 
Thus there remains to consider the case that a + a, a + t, a + ol,Z and 
a - o~ao/~ in G. Then 01~01~ + 01~1, t, or z in G and it follows from (3.1) that 
aac~~ is extremal in S. Thus we are in Case II. Moreover, we have UY = c+~ 
with C,(u)g C C,(C+,) for some g E G. Then either Aag = -4, or A, . As 
above, A,” # A, , so A3g = (a, x, t, z)~ = A, = (uZ, ~1aq,, t, z) and hence 
xg E uZ(aaa, , t, x), so that x - al in G. Then (x(t, z) u ux(t, z))” = 
~~(s% , t, x> and (a, t, z>g = (01~01~) t, z), Hence C,((u, t, ,a>)~ = 
Cs((w4, t, z>), A,” = A, , and 
whence also tg = z. But ug = (Y~OL* + 2 in G and (a, t, z)” = (a,~r,, t, .z>, 
so we must have (t, z)g = (t, z>. 
We have therefore established the following results: 
LEMMA 3.10. 1n Case I, we have 
N a - x in &((x, t)) or C~((XX, t)); 
(ii) x - al and t - x in G. 
LEMMA 3.11. In Case II, we have 
(9 x - al in G; 
(ii) t - x in NG(A1) n N,(Z); 
(iii) a - (~~01~ in NG(A1) n NG(Z). 
We can now complete the analysis of the fusion of involutions in G by 
using the fact that 0~1~14 and y  are also not extremal in S by Lemma 3.9. Note 
that z - t in G in both Cases I and II. It follows, therefore, from (3.1) and 
(3.3) that 0~~01~ is conjugate in G to z, +I, (Y~CQ , or X. Again we consider the 
various possibilities in succession. 
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Suppose first that cyiaI m x in G, whence (a&’ = x and Cs(o”rQ C X 
for some g in G (as x is extremal in S by Lemma 3.2). By the isomorphism 
types of the subgroups of X, we have C,(,,O$ = Y, where 
Y = (x) x ((I) v  (y, t>). 
Since (Cs(oll~~)u)’ = (9) and Y’ = (z), it follows that .a? = z, so that 
a,or, N x in M. Thus we have Cyrol, N 5 in M. Also Proposition 3.8 implies 
that E u M always. However, && E E, while 3 6 E, which is a contradiction. 
Thus alczJ + x in G. 
Assume next that CQCQ N x in G, whence, for someg E G, (01rQ = z and 
Cs(olla4)” C S. However, Z(C,(,,,,)) =(I) x ( CQUJ, so that Cs(~rcy4)g _C C,(Zg). 
Also zg # x and / Cs(~loll)l = 25. By surveying the elements of S of order 4 
and replacing g by gs for suitable s in S, we may assume without loss that 
either .zg =I t or both .zy = or,1 and 10 = yoke , ya4z, ye/J or yor,lz. I f  zg = arl, 
then 1 C,(ZQ)/ = j C,(y)[, but C,(Zg) $ C,(y). Thus we have a+ = t and 
Cs(olrcQ C Cs(ZQ) _C Cs(t). Then, using Lemma 3.1 and the Frattini argu- 
ment, there exists an element Iz E N,(C,(t)) such that sk = t and t” = x. 
Then gk E M and (a!ra4)gk = t, whence t N ollolq in M. But t EF, while 
OlrcU, $p and consequently F is not normal in iv. But now we conclude that 
Proposition 3.8A necessarily holds. Hence o/am4 is not extremal in S and so 
therefore Case I holds here. 
If  ollolq + z and cylaa N a1 2 in G, then olrl is extremal in S and there exists 
an element g in G such that (01~01~)~ = curl and Cs(olrolJg _C Cs(alZ). But 
(Cs((ulQ)’ = :;z”> and Ql(Cs(~rZ)‘) = (z, 01~1). This forces .eQ = z, since 
~l,l N ~l,lx in S and z + 0lr1 here. Thus ai1014 N or,1 in M and &&, N G,i in g. 
But Curi E F while &6, $F, so again we have Proposition 3.8A. It now follows 
that CZ~CQ h al h t mz in G, which is impossible here. Thus if 01~01~ + z in G, 
then both 01~01~ N olaaq in G and we are in Case II with Proposition 3.8B 
holding. Moreover, in this case, there is an element g in G such that (01rQ = 
“~CQ and Cs(~iolq)B _C CJ~~CQ). But Cs(a&’ = (x, c+~), (Cs(c+Q)’ = (zg>, 
and 01~01~ N C+QZ + z in G. Hence ,z” = z andg E n/Z. Thus Cur& N &ol, in m. 
But M == @i(n) and [a, W&J =: I, so oC,$ N &Or, in Mr . Thus j &‘r : S, j = 3 
by B(ii) of Proposition 3.8. Moreover, if P is a Sylow 3-subgroup of iVr , we 
know that P acts regularly on Z(&). Hence P also acts regularly on B. 
Furthermore, by B(iv) of Proposition 3.8 and Lemma 3.7 we have that t y  ol,Z 
in Ml . 
Finally note that C,(y)’ = (z), Z(C,(y)) = t;y) x (I) and C,(y) g 
Cs(orlolJ. Using these facts, we can show by arguments similar to those just 
carried out for olrc~ that y  N x in Ml in all cases. In particular, in Case II, 
we see that P” also acts regularly on 3. Since .$ = @, we conclude that P” acts 
regularly on S, . 
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We have therefore proved 
PROPOSITION 3.12. In Case I, we have 
(i) G has th f  11 e 0 owing involution fusion pattern: 
x - t - all - 01~01~ -ala4 - a / x N y  N al. 
In particular, G has two conjugacy classes of involutions represented by x and x. 
(ii) Proposition 3.8.A folds for G. 
PROPOSITION 3.13. 1n Case II, we have 
(i) G has th e 0 f 11 owing involution fusion pattern: 
x N t - 0l,lI x N y  N al 1 U~(Y~ N ala:4 N a. 
In particular, G has three conjugacy classes of involutions represented by x, 
050~~ and x. 
(ii) Proposition 3.8B holds for G. Moreover, a Sylow 3-subgroup of ii?l 
has order 3 and acts regularly on S,l<i>. 
We have thus determined a great deal about the structure of M in both 
Case I and Case II. 
For later use, we list some immediate consequences of the structure of n. 
COROLLARY 3.12.1. In Case I, the following holds: 
(i) I f  u is an involution of E - {z}, then Co((z, u)) has a normal 2-com- 
plement with Sylow 2-subgroup isomorphic to CJt); 
(ii) If u is an involution of S, - E, then Co((x, u)) has a normal 
2-complement with Sylow 2-subgroup isomorphic to X = Cs(x); 
(iii) If u is an involution of S - S, , then u N a or al in M, and, in 
either case, 
Co((z, u))lO(‘Ai((~, 4)) s 4 x S, . 
Proof. In each case C,((z, u)) = CM(u) and, as / O(M)/ is odd, C,(u) = 
Cm(@). But Ca(@) can be calculated directly from the structure of M. Alter- 
natively one can use [l 1, Lemmas 2, 3 and 61 to compute Ca(n). Either way 
we obtain all parts of the corollary. 
In particular, this yields 
COROLLARY 3.12.2. In Case I, ; f  D is a four subgroup of G which contains a 
central involution, then Co(D) is solvable. 
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We also have 
COROLLARY 3.12.3. In Case I, if i@ = H/E, then Cal(d) and Cal 
are the unique images in A?l of Cgl(a) and Cml(g%), respectively. 
Proof. Clearly the image of Car(s) in &Jr is contained in CQ(S). However, 
we can compute that Cml(&)E/E and C’&Jd) are each isomorphic to Sa; thus 
the desired conclusion holds for Cal(&). A similar proof applies to CQ~(&). 
COROLLARY 3.13. In Case II, C,((z, x>) and Cc((z, 01&) have normal 
2-complements. 
-- 
Proof. Since C,(<x, x)) == C,(x) and j O(M)1 is odd, C,(x) = CR(X). -- -- 
Let P be a Sylow 3-subgroup of M. Then SJE s F/E n F and Proposition 
3.13(ii) implies that P is fixed point free on S,/(l>. It is immediate from this 
that C~(X) and C&(Y&) are 2-groups; and the corollary follows. 
COROLLARY 3.13.2. In Case II, CT, t, (Yli) u &!i and Ca((%, t, Gil>) = 
Q = (I, i%i& ) j&) s 2, x z, x zJ . 
Proof. We have (z, t, &ii\ = Qr(.i? n P) so that (5, t, &ri) 4 m. Also 
C&Q?, t, &I)) is a 2-group by Proposition 3.8B(iv) and C~((Z, t, &ii)) 4 M. 
Thus C~((Z, i, ;iil)) = Cs,(<%, t, Gil>) since O,(R) = S, . But 
and we are done. 
4. THE CENTRALIZERS OF NONCENTRAL INVOLUTIONS 
In this section we shall obtain information on the structure of the centralizers 
of the noncentral involutions of G in both Cases I and II. 
We now set 
(4.1) 
x if G satisfies Case II; 
x if G satisfies Case I and 
a - z in C,(x); 
xz otherwise. 
We note that s - xz in S, so ccl,(x*) = ccl,(x) in either case. 
We also set 
(4.2) N = c,(x*) 
and fix the notation. 
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Using Lemma 3.2 and the fact that xz E Z(X), where X = C,(x) = Cs(x*), 
we have 
(4.3) x E Syl,(N). 
Using Lemma 3.10 and Proposition 3.13, we have 
(4.4) In Case I, a - z in N, while in Case II, a + x in N. 
We now prove 
LEMMA 4.1. The following conditions hold: 
(i) t + z in N; 
(ii) y + x*z in N; 
(iii) y + atl in N; 
(iv) yt + xtl and yt + tl in N. 
Proof. If t N x in N, there exists an element g in N such that tg = z 
and Cx(t)Q C X. But then L’,((C~(t)g)‘) = (9) C Q(X) = (z), which is 
impossible. Thus (i) holds. 
Now assume that y - x*z in N. Since x*x E Z(X), there exists a Sylow 
2-subgroup Y of N = C,(x*) withy E Z(Y) and an element g in N such that 
YO = X and yg = x*z. Then Z(Y)g = (y, x*)9 = Z(X) = (x*, z). Since 
g centralizes x*, we also have (yx*)Q = a. But yx* - y in S and y - x in G 
in both Cases I and II, so that x - z in G, contrary to Lemma 3.2. Thus (ii) 
holds. 
Assume that y - at2 in N. Then yx* - ax*t in N (as N =-= C,(x*)). But 
x N y-v* in G and ax*t - a in 5’. Thus x - a in G, contrary to (3.3) and so 
(iii) also holds. 
Finally assume that yt - xtl in N. Then (yt)Q = xtl for some g E N. 
It follows that ((yt)Q)” = zQ = (xtZ)2 = z, whence g E C,(z) = Co((x, z)), 
which has a normal 2-complement with X as a Sylow 2-subgroup by Corol- 
laries 3.12.l(ii) and 3.13.1. Since yt E X and xtl E X and yt + xtl in X, we 
have a contradiction. Thus yt + xtl in N. Similarly yt + tE in N and (iv) is 
proved. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. In Case II, N has a normal 2-complement with X as a 
Sylow 2-subgroup. 
Proof. We argue that z is isolated in N. We have that X is a Sylow 
2-subgroup of N. Moreover, ccl,(a,l) n X = %, tY = tz, and t + z in N 
by the preceding lemma. Hence our assertion follows from Proposition 3.13. 
But now Glauberman’s Z*-theorem yields that N = C,(z) O(N). Since 
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C,(x) = cq<x*, a)) = Co((x, z)) has a normal 2-complement by Corol- 
lary 3.13.1, the lemma follows. 
We shall now determine the structure of N/O(N) in Case 1. 
From (2.19), we have 
(4.5) s = C,(x) = (x”) x (a, y, t;, . 
Since aya = axtl, we also have a - axtl in 11’. 
We now set 
(4.6) x1 = (x*)(uy, a;,. 
Then X, = ix*> x (ay, a> with (uy, a> s D,, and (z, xi = Z(X). 
Moreover, every involution of Xi is conjugate in X to either x, x, x2, a, ah, y, 
oryx. 
We first prove 
LEMMA 4.3. In Case I, Npossesses a normal subgroup Nl of index 2 with 
the following properties: 
(i) Nr n X = X1 E Syl,(Ni); 
(ii) N = Ail(t); 
(iii) a-z-axtlinh;,. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.12 and the fact that x ,- xz and al N alt in S, 
t + x, y, xy, xz or alt in G. Also t + z N a in N by (4.4) and Lemma 4.1(i). 
Thus t is not conjugate in N to any involution of the maximal subgroup X, 
of X and consequently N possesses a normal subgroup Nr of index 2 not 
containing t by Thompson’s fusion lemma. Since Nr is, in fact, the kernel 
of the transfer map of N into X/X-; and x* E Z(N) n X, , we have 
(X’, x”} = (xtl, z, x) = (xtl) x (x) C Nl n X. 
In addition, a E Ai, as a - z in N, so Nr n X 3 (a, tl, x, z), while t $ Nr 
and hence also 16 Nr . Since Nr n X is a maximal subgroup of X, one finds 
that X1 and Xi* = (x*) x (ayt, ) a are the only maximal subgroups of X 
satisfying these conditions, so Ni n X = Xl or X1*. 
We shall argue now that yt $ Nr . Since yt E X1*, this will clearly imply 
that X1* g N, , whence Xi = X n Nr and X1 E Syl,(N,). Since yt is of 
order 4, we must use the extended form of Thompson’s fusion lemma 
described in [5]. Since (yt)” == z, we need only show that z is not conjugate 
in N to an involution of X - Xi and yt is not conjugate in Nr to an element 
of X1 of order 4 in order to conclude that yt is not in the kernel of the transfer 
of N into X/Xl and hence not in Ni . 
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Observe first that every involution of Xi* is conjugate in X to x, x, xz, a, or 
alt. Also 1(X,*) 21(X,). But X n Nr = Xi or X1* and z E Nr , so if u E X is 
conjugate to z in N, then u E 1(X,) or 1(X,*) whence u EI(X~). Thus z is 
not conjugate in N to any element of X - Xi . On the other hand, all 
elements of order 4 in Xi lie in (x*j x (xtl) z Z, x 2, . But tl N tlx in N 
and xtl N xtlz in N. It follows therefore from Lemma 4.l(iv) that yt is not 
conjugate in N to an element of Xi . Thus (i) is proved. 
Since t $ N, clearly N = N,(t), so (ii) also holds. But f E C,v(z) and 
a N x N axt in N. This in turn yields (iii). 
Now set 
(4.7) X2 = (x*)(xtl, a). 
Then X, = (x*) x (xtl, a) with (xtl, a} z D, . Moreover, every involu- 
tion of X, is conjugate in X to either x, z, xz, a, or alt. 
Using Proposition 3.12, Lemma 4.1, Lemma 4.3(iii), the fact that X,’ = 
jxtl), and Thompson’s fusion lemma, we readily obtain 
LEMMA 4.4. In Case I, N1 possesses a normal subgroup N2 of index 2 with 
the following properties: 
(i) X, = N, n Xi E Syl,(N,); 
(4 Nl = NAY); 
(iii) a - x - axtl in N2. 
Finally set 
(4.8) X3 = (xtl, a). 
Then Xs s D, and the involutions of X, are a, ax, z, axtl, and axtlx. 
LEMMA 4.5. In Case I, N, possesses a normal subgroup L of index 2 with the 
following properties: 
(i) Xs = L n X2 E Syl,(L); 
(ii) N, = (x*) x L; 
(iii) a - z - axtl in L. 
Proof. Since x* E Z(N) and Xa = X, x (x*), Thompson’s fusion lemma 
yields a subgroup L of index 2 not containing x*. Then x = (xt1)2 EL and 
so by Lemma (4.4)(iii), ( a, xtl) = Xa CL. The lemma follows readily. 
Combining the preceding three Iemmas, we obtain the following lemma 
at once. 
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LEMMA 4.6. In Case I, the following conditions hold: 
(i) L = 02(L) = 02(N); 
(ii) O(N) = O(L); 
(iii) N/L = (t, y, x*>LjL g E 8’ 
We now set 
(4.9) R = L(t, y> and V = X3(&y>. 
Rephrasing Lemma 4.6 in terms of R and V, we obtain 
COROLLARY 4.6.1. In Case I, the following conditions hold: 
(i) N = (x*> x R; 
(ii) V E SyI,(R); 
(iii) 02(R) = L; 
(iv) O(N) = O(R); 
(v) R/L z E4 . 
We shall now determine the structure of R. 
For the remainder of the paper, we set 
(4.10) av = N/O(N). 
PROPOSITION 4.7. In Case I, the following conditions hold: 
(i) CR(E) = 1; 
(ii) E s PSL(2, 9); 
(iii) i? s PrL(2, 9); 
(iv) fl = (2) X as 2, X PrL(2,9). 
Proof. First of all, (iv) is an immediate consequence of (iii) and Corollary 
4.6.1. Since CR(~) (1 n and O(m) = 1, we have O(C&)) = 1. Hence to 
prove (i), we need only show that 1 CR(x)/ is not divisible by 2, so assume the 
contrary. Since C&) 4 i? and V E Syl,(R), it follows that C&) # 1, 
whence C&) _C C&&) = (z, Z). Since 2 $2(z), we see that C’,(E) = (f) 
or (G). However, neither of these groups are normal in v. This contradiction 
establishes (i). 
By (i), i? is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut(L). Since IAut(A,)/Inn(A,)j = 2 -- 
and ) R/L ) = 4, L + A,. Also 02(E) = E and O(L) = 1. We conclude 
therefore from the main result of [7] that E’ s PSL(2, F) for some field F 
of 4 > 3 elements with q = p” for some integer n and some odd prime p 
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such that a Sylow 2-subgroup of PSL(2,F) is isomorphic to D, and that i? 
is isomorphic to a subgroup of PrL(2, F). Since / PrL(2,F)/PSL(2, F)I is 
divisible by 4 in the present case, / F / = Q is a square. Hence there are 
exactly 3 subgroups of PrL(2, F) containing PSL(2, F) as a subgroup of 
index 2: namely, PGL(2, F), PGL*(2, F) and Y, where Y is the semidirect 
product of PSL(2, F) and an involution which is induced from an involution 
of Aut(F). Note that the Sylow 2-subgroups of PGL(2, F) and PGL*(2, F) 
are dihedral and quasidihedral, respectively, and thus are not of type Y. 
Since X,(y) is dihedral and X,(yt) is quasidihedral, we conclude that 
E(i) z Y. 
It now follows that there exists an involution u in X3(t) - X, such that 
BE, = LO s PGL(2, F,), where 1 F,, I2 = / F I. But the involutions of 
X3(t) - X, are at, atx, t, tx, axl and axk, and by Proposition 3.12 these are 
all conjugate in G to z. Thus u is a central involution of G and so Cc((x*, u))= 
C,(U) is solvable by Corollary 3.12.2. Hence also C,(U) is solvable, so 
CL,(U) = E,, is solvable as well. This forces j F, j = 3, j F j = 4 = 9, which 
in turn implies that L’ = L E PSL(2, 9) and R s PFL(2, 9). This estab- 
lishes (ii) and (iii) and completes the proof of the proposition. 
Since L s PSL(2,9) g A, , all involutions of & are conjugate in t and 
CR(S) = 8. From this one easily obtains the following consequence of the 
proposition: 
COROLLARY 4.7.1. In Case 1, the following conditions hold: 
(i) If u E I(X,), then C,(u) has a normal 2-complement; 
(ii) L = (Cr;(Z), Ci;(a), CE(&%l)). 
In Case II, from Proposition 3.13, it remains to consider CG(olsolp). 
We set 
(4.11) K = C~(c%&J. 
In Case II, Cs(aa~J = (I, 01s , oliols , 01~ , a) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of K. 
We set 
(4.12) T = Cs(013~p). 
LEMMA 4.8. In Case II, z + t in K. 
Proof. Since x E Z(T), z is extremal in T (with respect to K). Hence if 
z N t in K, we have tg = 2 with CT(t)g C T for some g in K. Now CT(t) = 
( a3a4 ,t 4 a> = <a3a4 ,t) x (I, a), so that (CT(t)Q)’ = (z”) C T’ = (z, ~~01~). 
Since asa N aaar4z + x in G (in Case II), we must have xg = z, which is a 
contradiction, and the lemma follows. 
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We can now prove 
PROPOSITION 4.9. In Case II, K = C ( c qx4) has a normal 2-complement 
with T = Cs(c+,) as a Sylow 2-subgroup. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.13 and Lemma 4.8, z is isolated in T with 
respect to K. Glauberman’s Z*-theorem now yields that K = C,(z) O(K). 
However, C,(z) = Co((z, a!,&) which has a normal 2-complement by 
Corollary 3.13.1 and the proposition follows. 
We conclude this section with a result which will be needed in the final 
argument of the proof of Theorem A in Case I. This is the one place in which 
we explicitly use the notion of strongly embedded subgroup. As above, 
M = C,(x) and N = C,(x*). 
PROPOSITION 4.10. In Case I, we have (M, N) = G. 
Proof. Set H = (M, N) and suppose by way of contradiction that H C G. 
Clearly S _C H. By (4.4), a N z in N. By Proposition 3.12(ii), y N x and 
arma N t in M. Since H contains M and N and (z, x, t) C S’, we conclude at 
once from the structure of M and N that H has no normal subgroups of 
index 2. Hence all of our results concerning G hold for H. Since t N ~~0~4 in
M C H, we have, in fact, that H satisfies Case I. Moreover, x + a in H as 
x + a in G. Therefore also H has two conjugacy classes of involutions 
represented by z and x*. 
Since M = C,(x) and N = C,(x*) are contained in H, we conclude now that 
H contains C,(U) for each involution u of H. Likewise Nc(S) C NG(Z(S)) = 
NJ(z)) = C,(z) = M C H. These conditions imply that G - H contains 
an involution and so H is a strongly embedded subgroup of G. Now [3, 
Theorem 9.2.11 yields that G has only one conjugacy class of involutions, 
which is false. Thus H cannot be a proper subgroup of G and the proposition 
is proved. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM A 
Again we assume that G has no normal subgroups of index 2, so that the 
results of the preceding two sections are applicable. Clearly in proving 
Theorem A, we can assume 
(5.1) O(G) = 1. 
Our goal now will be to prove that O(Co(u)) = 1 for every involution u 
of G. In Case II, this is an immediate consequence of [8, Theorem B] (cf. also 
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[4]) since then the centralizer of every involution of G is solvable by Proposi- 
tions 3.8B, 4.2, and 4.9. Thus we have 
PROPOSITION 5.1. In Case II, O(C,(u)) = 1 for every involution u of G. 
We now treat Case I. The argument depends upon two lemmas that are 
independent of our current situation and which are essentially well known. 
LEMMA 5.2. If a is an involution of S, - A,, then we have 
(i) CA,(a) 24 S, and Cs,(a> = C+,(a) x (ai; 
(ii) A, = (CA,(a), CAs(ab)) for any involution b of CA,(a). 
LEMMA 5.3. If A is an elementary abelian 2-subgroup of the group 
H and if for a in A# there exists a noncyclic subgroup B of A such that 
C,((a, b)) O(C,(a))/O(C,(a)) is a 2-group for each b in B#, then 
for all a’ in A#. 
We now prove 
PROPOSITION 5.4. In Case I, if A is an elementary abelian 2-subgroup of G 
of order 16, then we have 
(i) O(C,(a,>> n C&2,) C O(G(a,))for al , a2 in A#; 
(ii) 0 is an A-signal&r functor on G; 
(iii) WA = (O(G(ad) I a, E A#) is a subgroup of G of odd order. 
Proof. If a2 is a central involution of G, then C,(a,) g M in G and so 
C,(a,) is 2-constrained by Proposition 3.8. In this case (i) follows from 
[4, Proposition 1 of Part III, Section 11. Hence in proving (i), we can assume 
a2 is noncentral Since we are in Case I, it thus suffices to consider the case 
in which a2 = x* and that A Z X. Then X, n A = B is a four group, 
where X, = (xtl, a) is described in (4.8) and Lemma 4.5. By Corollary 4.7.1(i), 
C,,,(b) has a normal 2-complement for b in B#. Hence C,((x*, b))O(C,(x*))/ 
O(C,(x*)) is a 2-group and so (i) follows in this case from Lemma 5.3. Thus 
(i) holds. But th en u a so 0 s y e ni ion. (“) 1 h Id b d fi ‘t’ 
Now Goldschmidt’s signalizer functor theorem [2] yields that / W, 1 is odd. 
For our final argument we set 
(5.2) A = A, = (a, x, t, z) and A* = (al, x, t, z). 
Then A = A* E & and so W,, W,, are each subgroups of G of odd order 
by the proposition. 
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We now set 
(5.3) H = N,(W,) and H* = No(W,,). 
Using Proposition 5.4(i) and the fact that O(M) and O(N) are each A and 
A *-invariant, we obtain 
LEMMA 5.5. In Case I, the following conditions hold: 
(i) O(M) C H n H*; 
(ii) O(N) C H f? H”; 
(iii) If B is a noncyclic subgroup of A, then W, = (O(C,(b)) / b E B#\ = 
W, and N,(B) C H. A similar statement holds for A* and H*. 
Since A n A* = (x, t, a), part (iii) of the lemma yields 
COROLLARY 5.5.1. In Case I, the following conditions hold: 
(i) W, = WA*; 
(ii) H = H*. 
We can now prove 
PROPOSITION 5.6. In Case I, H contains both M and N. 
Proof, Since (z, t) = Z 4 S and Z is a four subgroup of A, 
S _C N,JZ) C H. Likewise C,((z, a)) = C,(a) _C H and C,(<z, ax)) = 
C,(ax) _C Has (z, a) and ( x, ax) are four subgroups of A. Hence combining 
Lemma 5.2 with Proposition 3.8A( ii ), -- 
we see that H n M covers &r , where 
ti = M/E and %i = M/O(M). This implies that M = S(H n M). Since 
(S, O(M)) C H, it follows therefore that M 2 H. 
To prove N _C H, set B, = (z, x*), B, = (a, x*) and B, .= (alxt, x*>. 
Then Bi is a four subgroup of A or A* and so N,(BJ C H, i = 1, 2, 3. 
Setting m = N/O(N), Corollary 4.7.l(ii) yields that 
Since O(N) C H, it follows that L _C H. But N = LX as X is a Sylow 2-sub- 
group of N and so also N _C H. 
Now we can immediately establish the desired assertion. 
PROPOSITION 5.7. In Case I, O(C,(u)) = 1 for every involution u of G. 
Proof. Indeed, the preceding proposition together with Proposition 4.10 
yields that H = G. But H = N,( W,) and so W, 4 G. Since / W, 1 is odd, 
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it follows that W, 2 O(G) = 1. Since z and x* E A, this implies that 
O(C,(z)) = 1 and O(C,(x*)) = 1. S ince every involution of G is conjugate 
to z or x*, the proposition is proved. 
We can now establish Theorem A. In Case I, as O(M) = O(C,(z)) = 1, 
Proposition 3.8A together with the main result of [I l] yields that G r Hi,,, . 
As for Case II, we also have O(K) = O(CG(ol&) = 1 as well as O(M) = 
O(N) = 1. Thus C,(x) = C,(X) and CG(~sa4) = Cs(ol,& by Propositions 4.2 
and 4.9. We also know the precise fusion pattern of involutions in G by 
Proposition 3.13(i). This information together with what we know about M 
from Proposition 3.13(ii) permits an easy application of the Thompson 
group-order formula (for a statement of the formula see [9, Lemma 3.101) 
and we obtain 
(5.4) ) G / = 2s .3 ‘7. 
By (5.4), j G : M 1 = 7. Since ] S, / is not divisible by 2g, it follows that G 
is not simple. If H is a proper normal subgroup of G, then G/H is not a 
2-group as G has no normal subgroups of index 2. Hence 1 H j = 2b, 2b . 3 
or 2b . 7 for some integer b. In any case, H is solvable. Since O(G) = 1, also 
O(H) = 1 and so O,(H) + 1. Since O,(H) C O,(G), we conclude that 
D = O,(G) # 1. 
Since D 4 S, we have z E D. Since D <I G, all conjugates of z in G lies 
in D C S. By Proposition 3.13(i), the normal closure of z in G is precisely 
B = (z, t, qZ) z E, . Since z E B, we have C,(B) = C,(B) and so C,(B) = 
Q = (I, x~yao1~ ,yo~q) z 2, x 2, x 2, by Corollary 3.13.2. But C,(B) q G 
as B Q G and so Q (3 G. By (2.5) Q pl’t s 1 s over S and hence by a theorem of 
Gaschiitz, G =QY, where Qn Y = 1. Thus / Y / = 23 .3 .7. Also 
Q n Y = C,(B) n Y = 1 so that Y is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut(B) s 
L,(2). But ( Y / = / L,(2)l and we conclude that Ye L,(2). Thus G is 
isomorphic to a split extension of L,(2) by 2, x 2, x 2, . Alperin’s result 
now yields that G s L,(2) . 2, x 2, x 2, . (I) This completes the proof of 
Theorem A. 
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